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Abstract—State-of-the-art requirements modeling tools rely on
predefined notations. In contrast, requirements engineers and
stakeholders often sketch requirements in arbitrary notations
during early elicitation phases. Engineers must then manually
transform the sketches into semi-formal models, which is a
time-consuming and error-prone task. We propose to investigate
how early sketching and the transformation of sketches can be
supported by a semi-automatic method that allows engineers to
assign meaning to the sketches on the fly. Our tool-supported
contribution is supposed to bridge the gap between sketches and
semi-formal models.
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I. MOTIVATION AND RESEARCH PROBLEM
Many software tools support requirements elicitation and
modeling activities. However, they are often not used during
early stages of requirements elicitation. Whiteboards, as well
as pen and paper, are still the dominant tools in these stages.
The reason for this is that they allow for any kind of sketches.
Sketching fosters creativity [1], [2] and can also be applied
by stakeholders who do not know specific modeling languages
with formal syntaxes.
Stakeholders can document their ideas on a whiteboard in
any form they can think of, whereas when using a software
modeling tool, they have to come up with a formalized version
of their ideas that correspond to the modeling language sup-
ported by the tool. The process of transforming thoughts into
a writeable form imposes a cognitive load on the human mind.
The bigger this load is, the more do stakeholders get distracted
from the creative task of coming up with requirements. The
load is minimized when using a sketching device such as a
whiteboard, because stakeholders can choose any syntax to
draw requirements.
However, there are disadvantages that prevent whiteboards
from being the perfect tool for requirements modeling. The
most important drawback is the inability to store the sketches
in an appropriate format. Participants of a requirements elici-
tation meeting can take photographs of the whiteboard to get
digital copies of the sketches. But a single image containing all
requirements sketches is not a proper source for requirements
management, as e.g., it does not contain requirements as
individual objects.
After sketching requirements on a whiteboard, the require-
ments engineer has to manually re-create the sketched mod-
els from scratch in a modeling tool in order to make the
requirements amenable for further processing (requirements
specification and management). This tedious task constitutes
a media break: a person has to copy information manually
because it is initially stored in a form that does not comply
with the form needed for further processing of the information.
The recreation process is time-consuming, error-prone, and can
lead to a loss of information [3]. Furthermore, some intentions
behind the sketches might already be lost at that point in time,
which makes the sketches prone to misinterpretations. This
leads to additional errors in the recreation process.
Our planned contribution enables an online, step-wise for-
malization of sketches. Engineers can assign meanings to
sketched symbols while drawing them. These meanings help
transform the sketches into semi-formal models (e.g., a class
diagram or a statechart) that are amenable to further process-
ing. In this paper, we use the term sketch primarily for graph-
like diagrams consisting of nodes and edges, and diagrams
consisting of hierarchically nested objects as in [4].
II. RELATED WORK
Researchers have recognized the need to overcome the
media break between sketches (that do not allow for further
processing) and semi-formal models (that require the use of
specific modeling languages) [5]. The challenge of bridging
or reducing this gap can be tackled from two directions.
On one side, augmenting formal modeling tools with sketch
recognition features has led to various prototypes that allow
users to sketch diagrams, e.g. [6], [7]. Sketch recognition
algorithms convert the sketches into models. The drawback of
this approach is that the tools still rely on predefined notations.
Users have to understand a specific modeling language that is
supported by a tool. Sketched symbols that do not adhere to
the language cannot be interpreted by the sketch recognizer.
Therefore, users are still limited in their creativity and ex-
pressiveness. Moreover, sketch recognition errors distract users
from the modeling task.
On the other side, we foresee that mimicking a whiteboard
and extending it with formalization capabilities has high
potential, but is hard to realize. In the past years, electronic
whiteboards and large multitouch displays became affordable
for more people, which makes this approach more attractive.
But as users gain more freedom in sketching, and therefore the
set of possible sketches increases, it becomes more difficult
for a tool to analyze what the sketches actually mean. There
is only few research that implemented tool prototypes where
users are independent of a specific modeling language. One
example is the Calico prototype [8]. It provides mechanisms
to structure sketches into different parts and to connect the
parts with arrows. But the sketched symbols themselves are
meaningless to the tool. Other tools like MetaEdit+ [9] and
MaramaSketch [10] include a metamodeling editor. The editor
allows to define a custom modeling language. Metamodeling
must always be performed beforehand.
The open source project Sketch for Eclipse [11], currently
under development, is an API that provides sketching capabili-
ties and a trainable gesture recognizer. End-user metamodeling
is not within the scope of the project, and it is not tailored to
requirements engineering.
III. RESEARCH GOAL AND OBJECTIVES
Our goal is to develop and evaluate a tool-supported,
semi-automatic method for assigning meanings to sketches.
Sketches annotated with meanings can then be translated into
semi-formal diagrams, e.g., class diagrams or statecharts. The
method is intended to support end-users (requirements engi-
neers and stakeholders) in early phases of requirements elici-
tation and modeling. As opposed to related work, the method
should allow for any type of graph-like diagram sketches, and
it also should allow for seamless switching between sketching
and metamodeling activities. Especially, people should be able
to start sketching before any metamodeling is done.
The tool-supported method will also consider recent tech-
nological trends, particularly electronic whiteboards and large
multi-touch displays. Some years ago, these techniques were
still cutting-edge. Nowadays, they are available to end-users.
We expect that, using the technology together with our envi-
sioned tool in a requirements elicitation workshop, stakehold-
ers are able to sketch their ideas, and requirements engineers
are able to transform the sketches into semi-formal models.
A short example scenario shows how our envisioned tool
could be used (we described more detailed scenarios in [12]):
A requirements engineer and two stakeholders use an electronic
whiteboard to sketch requirements. The stakeholders are not familiar
with modeling languages and do not use a specific notation. At the
end of the meeting, there are rectangles, circles and arrows on the
board. The engineer selects a symbol and assigns a type to it. The
tool identifies similar symbols automatically. The engineer selects
one of the arrows, defines it as a Connector, and defines its type as
being a temporal relationship. The engineer has now a minimalistic
modeling language and can define beautified symbols that represent
the drawn symbols in a formalized version of the sketched model.
We define the following research objectives in order to reach
our research goal.
RO 1: Define the concepts that a sketching tool needs to
support in order to encourage requirements elicitation.
We need to clarify what the requirements for our envisioned
tool are. Therefore we have to identify how requirements
engineers and stakeholders use whiteboards to elicit and
communicate requirements in early elicitation meetings.
RO 2: Develop and evaluate a technique for realizing tool-
supported guidance for end-user metamodeling.
The objective is to provide a method that supports re-
quirements engineers with automated guidance through the
metamodeling steps.
RO 3: Based on results from RO 1 and RO 2, develop
and evaluate a tool-supported method for the semi-automated
transformation of requirements sketches into semi-formal
models.
The final objective is to combine the results from RO 1
and RO 2, and to come up with a method that i) lets end-
users decide what kinds of diagrams they want to sketch
and ii) at the same time overcomes the media break between
requirements sketches and semi-formal models.
IV. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
We want to answer the following research questions in our
work. The first two questions are related to the modeling part
of our method.
RQ 1.1: Does our method support the concepts that are used
in diagram sketches of requirements?
With this question we ask if the method is tailored for
the specific area of application. Our method is supposed to
satisfy the needs of requirements engineers and stakeholders
when they sketch diagrams during early requirements elici-
tation phases. Our method should be tailored to requirements
elicitation by supporting concepts that are specific to this field.
RQ 1.2: Is it faster to create models using our tool and a big
multitouch display, instead of sketching with pen and paper?
Comparing a software-supported method for diagram
sketching with a pen and paper based sketching method, we
expect to encounter speed benefits. This benefits are mostly
achieved through editing features and a gesture based interface.
In contrast, a lower drawing speed would have a big impact
on the acceptance of our method.
The next three questions concern the feasibility of leaving
a part of the metamodeling task to the end-users.
RQ 2.1: Does our method provide guidance for metamod-
eling in such a way that end-users can generate metamodels
without the help of experts?
The answer to this question is very important for our
research. A key part of our research will be to identify
appropriate ways of giving metamodeling guidance to end-
users. Especially, we want to explore whether it is possible to
have an interface that does not require any programming or
scripting for the definition of the metamodel.
RQ 2.2: Is our method for guided metamodeling useful for
early requirements elicitation?
With our method we expect to avoid media breaks between
requirements sketches and semi-formal models. This only
succeeds if the method provides good usability and utility so
that end-users use the formalization features of our tool.
RQ 2.3: What are the limits of our method concerning the
scalability and complexity of different diagram types?
Since we want to give end-users the flexibility to draw
any kind of diagrams, we have to ask ourselves whether our
method allows for the formalization of any sketched diagrams,
or if end-users are limited to certain kinds of diagrams. Also,
metamodeling can be a hard task even for metamodeling
experts. The complexity of metamodeling increases with the
complexity of the metamodel. Our method is probably limited
to lightweight modeling languages (languages with little for-
mal expressive power that consist of few different elements
[4]). This is not necessarily a big limitation, as stakeholders
and requirements engineers primarily use lightweight notations
during early requirements elicitation stages [4]. The creativity
gets hindered if more complex modeling languages are used.
V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND VALIDATION
As a first step, we carried out a systematic literature
review on the use of whiteboards and sketch-based tools for
requirements elicitation. As described in the motivation and
related work sections, we concluded that the gap between
informal requirements sketches and semi-formal models is
not yet bridged by current approaches. We then conducted a
domain analysis and had discussions about our research ideas
with RE experts from research and industry, which resulted in
first evidence about the usefulness of our envisioned tool, and
a list of characteristics such a tool should have (see Section
VI-A). Additionally, we have the opportunity to exploit ex-
perience of a Swiss company that is specialized in RE. The
company is heavily using sketches for requirements elicitation,
and provides us with some insight into their elicitation process
and the resulting diagram sketches. Together with the literature
review, this addresses RO 1.
We came up with a conceptual solution (see Section VI-B)
and are currently working on basic tool support. In parallel,
we are performing literature reviews on HCI, metamodeling
approaches and sketch recognition frameworks. This reviews
help to address RO 2. Findings from the HCI field are
important for the user interface of our envisioned prototype.
Usability plays a central role for tool acceptance and the time
needed to sketch requirements. Theory about the mapping
between metamodels helps us in creating a method for the
translation of requirements sketches into semi-formal models.
Sketch recognition is not in the focus of our research, but is
needed in our prototype. Therefore we search for an adequate
existing recognition framework.
A subsequent analysis and selection of the identified meth-
ods in the literature will provide a basis for the design and
development of a method for guided metamodeling. Together
with the results from RO 1, we will come up with a more com-
prehensive tool prototype for diagram sketching and the trans-
formation of the sketches into semi-formal models (RO 3).
The prototype will be a software solution that is compatible
with electronic whiteboards and multitouch screens. We will
develop the prototype from scratch, but use a multitouch API
and adapt an existing sketch recognition framework.
For the evaluation of the methods developed under RO 2 and
RO 3, the first step will consist of two controlled experiments
with students. We will also measure the time needed for
sketching (RQ 2), and assess the comprehensibility of pen
and paper sketches versus sketches augmented with metamodel
artifacts. The experiments will be complemented by industrial
case studies, where we will be able to test our prototype in
the field. This will reduce the threat to external validity that
is introduced when performing experiments with students.
We will perform our research in an iterative manner, rather
than going through the described steps sequentially. This will
help us to have an early prototype that we can improve over
time. Especially, we soon have to evaluate if end-users can
indeed sketch symbols and assign types to them, as this is a
core part of our tool-supported method.
VI. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The discussions mentioned in Section V led to a list of
high-level requirements for our envisioned prototype. First, we
describe these requirements. Then we give an overview of our
ideas for our solution approach.
A. Requirements for a Tool-Supported Method
As a first result based on discussions with experts and the
study of related work, we expect an optimal solution to satisfy
the following requirements:
• High flexibility: allow the users to sketch any diagrams.
• Formalization capabilities: support the transformation of
diagram sketches into classic semi-formal models by a
semi-automated method.
• Natural sketching: allow the use of an input device that
gives a natural feeling for sketching.
• Speed: reduce the time needed to sketch requirements.
We expect these characteristics to bring the following ben-
efits for the end-users of our envisioned tool:
The first characteristic encourages creativity and makes
requirements elicitation accessible to stakeholders who do not
master specific modeling languages. It does justice to the fact
that most current modeling tools are not flexible enough to
handle different kinds of diagrams.
The second characteristic avoids media breaks. Sketched
diagrams do not need to be manually re-created as semi-formal
models; they evolve into semi-formal models. This overcomes
the media breaks between free-form sketching and formal
modeling of requirements. Avoiding media breaks can lead
to less misunderstandings and models of better quality.
The third characteristic asks for an appropriate interface on
the hardware side. Such an input device could be an electronic
whiteboard with a bunch of pens, or a large multitouch display.
It allows the users to draw in a way they are used to since
their childhood. Furthermore, collaboration is facilitated when
no physical input device needs to be passed on to a user before
the user can start sketching.
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Fig. 1. The three activities leading to a semi-formal model in the end.
The fourth characteristic makes use of software-supported
modeling. The use of various input gestures and auto-
completion features can speed up the modeling process.
B. Conceptual Solution
The big challenge is to come up with a tool that actually
understands what users sketch. We think that users should
have as much flexibility as possible when sketching diagrams.
We do not want to restrict users to any specific languages or
notations. Therefore it is impossible for a tool to understand
the sketches automatically. As a consequence, we use a semi-
automated method for formalizing sketches. Users have to put
meaning into their sketches manually. No programming or
scripting should be required for this task.
The main idea of our tool-supported method is to let users
decide when to put meaning into their sketches. Especially,
it should be possible for users to first start sketching and
assign syntax and semantics later (on demand). This is a key
difference between our approach and related work, where any
form of metamodeling has to be done beforehand.
We identified three main activities and a workflow that our
method must support in order to fulfill our research goal,
as depicted in Fig. 1. The workflow contains of arbitrary
interleaving between the three activities modeling, meta-
modeling, and sketch recognition. We have already discussed
these activities in more detail in [12].
Two drawing modes will facilitate the modeling activity.
One mode mimics a whiteboard and allows for free sketching,
while the other mode enables users to modify individual
objects (e.g. scale, move, copy).
The metamodeling activity starts when users assign a type
to one of the sketched symbols. The symbol then gets added
automatically to a dynamic symbol library. The symbol library
consists of all defined symbols including their types. The
library gets implicitly modified each time when users tag a
sketched symbol with a type. A big challenge will be to invent
an easy-to-use interface for more complex metalanguage defi-
nitions, such as associations and rules for associations. When
switching back to modeling, the tool must not insist that all
sketches conform to the metalanguage defined so far, but it
must provide feedback about violations.
Sketch recognition is done by the tool, but the user is
able to decide when recognition should take place, and if
feedback about the recognition should be given instantly or
not. The options assure that users do not get distracted from
requirements elicitation. This idea conforms to a study [13]
that investigated different recognition feedback strategies.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose a method for a seamless in-
tegration of sketching, modeling, and metamodeling into a
single environment in order to support the transition from
ideas to models. End-users will have the flexibility of just
start sketching diagrams and assign meaning to the sketches
on the fly. Putting meaning into the sketches enables their
transformation into semi-formal models. Therefore we foresee
that our method will overcome the media break between
requirements sketches and semi-formal models. We also expect
that requirements sketches will look clearer and will be easier
to understand: because of the meaning that is put behind the
sketched objects, sketches are less ambiguous and can be
beautified automatically. Furthermore, it will be easy to change
and extend stored sketches.
After conducting a literature review on sketch-based tools
for requirements elicitation, and a domain analysis that led to
first ideas and findings, we are currently working on the first
tool prototype and start to plan the evaluation.
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